The Premier Bot-as-a-Service
Platform for the Microsoft Cloud
AtBot is a no-code, bot-building platform powered by Microsoft Flow
and Microsoft AI that integrates seamlessly into your Office 365
environment.
WHAT WE OFFER

Do More with Bots

Intelligent

Connected & Scalable

AI Within Reach

A bot lets users have a
simple conversation to get
their work done faster.
With AtBot, citizen
developers with no
programming experience
can create or improve upon
an intelligent bot that
integrates with their
enterprise services in hours
versus weeks or months.

Tight integration with
Microsoft AI means your
bots will have real brains!
AtBot makes it simple to
incorporate AI into your
everyday workloads.

The mystery of connecting
to external services in your
enterprise bot are solved by
training your AtBot bot
through Microsoft Flow.
With hundreds of
connectors, the possibilities
are endless!

With native deployment to
Microsoft Teams,
SharePoint, or any other
web application, AtBot
brings conversational user
experiences to the places
your users are already
getting work done.

LEARN MORE

For more information, visit https://atbot.io or email hello@atbot.io

Go-To-Market Services

KEY USE CASES
HUMAN RESOURCES
Simplify recruiting, onboarding,
benefits elections, employee relations,
and enterprise support.
CUSTOMER CARE
Centralize your CRM, ticketing system,
and feedback mechanism, all while
maximizing self-help and -support.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Streamline project management, the
development lifecycle, incident
logging, and involving your customers.
SALES & MARKETING
Facilitate content development, social
media marketing, and taking the pulse
of your customers.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Improve resident tracking,
response to FAQs, and
communications.

MAKING THE BOT EXPERIENCE MORE HUMAN
With Microsoft’s Language Understanding Intelligent Service (LUIS), AtBot can
take everyday human language and connect it to the correct information,
business process, or support network. No more guessing.
SIMPLE PROCESS AUTOMATION, AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
Microsoft Flow is the logic engine behind AtBot. Flow’s easy-to-use interface
and 150+ third-party connectors give you the power to connect multiple
systems accessible through a single, standard access point: AtBot. Desktop or
mobile. Flow is included with most Office 365 subscriptions.
HIGH-QUALITY ANSWERS TO REAL QUESTIONS
AtBot integrates with QnA Maker, Microsoft’s question-and-answer service that
revolutionizes knowledge management. No more searching for hidden
information. Plus, shrink the number of help tickets and phone calls.
YOUR BRAND, YOUR BOT(S), YOUR RULES
With AtBot’s Admin Portal, create branded bots for various uses, control who
can access which Skills, and add a bot to your public website. Do all of this
within a matter of hours rather than spending months to develop it yourself.

Learn more: www.office.com
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